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Fullerton
makes her
pitch for
SJSU
SJSU President Gail
Fullerton was a Giant on the
mound for a day no, make that
one pitch.
To punctuate SJSU Day at
Candlestick Park last Sunday,
Fullerton was given the honor of
throwing out the first pitch prior
to the San Francisco Giants’
game with the St. Louis
Cardinals.
After one week of the season,
pitching has proven to be the
Giants’ Achilles heel and things
were no different Sunday
fternoon as five Giant pitchers
including starter Mark Davis,
left I yielded 16 hits and 11 walks
to the Cardinals.
Fullerton had her problems
on the mound too, as her pitch to
catcher Steve Nicosia was low
and in the dirt.
"That was not my best
effort." Fullerton said. "Last
season I did much better. This
time I didn’t have any warm-up.
but I had fun anyway."
A "Cap Day" crowd of more
than 31,000, approximately 500
I rum SJSU, was on hand to see
the Giants’ record drop to 1-4
after losing the game 9-3.
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Dorms get new cable TV proposal
By Angela Stanford
A new proposal to install
cable television in the dorms has
been made to residents.
Huffsystems, a company
that designs, installs and services cable systems, is offering
dorm residents MTV. the 24-hour
video music station, ESPN, the
24-hour sports channel and one of
the movie channels (ON-TV, The
Movie Channel or Select), for $5 a
month ($50a year).
Under the proposal, all dorm
residents would pay the $50 per
year directly to the university as
increased dorm fees whether or
not they have a TV.
Huffsystems is proposing to
renovate the existing master antenna system, which will improve the picture quality of channels
already
available
to
residents. They would also like to
create a closed-circuit campus
network featuring business news
and campus information, if desired by residents, said Cal Huff,
owner of Huffsystems and designer of the satellite system to
be used by the dorms.
Huffsystems is planning to
replace the main -antenna con-

nections in each room, place a
master antenna on the top of
West Hall. and place signal amplifiers through the dorms to provide the proper signal levels for
each
television,
said
Dan
Makinster, president of Mack
Engineering, also involved in the
project.
The service would be provided in each student’s room, the
recreation rooms and TV lounge
rooms in the dorms. Huff said.
However, Housing Director
Willie Brown, said even if students want cable installed in the
dorms doesn’t mean the housing
office would accept Huffsystems’
offer.
The housing office would
have to investigate different
cable companies, and then have
those interested bid on a contract
designed by housing, stating
what they wanted and not what
the cable companies are offering,
Brown said.
"I would rather have the
money spent on something else,
like new furniture and carpet. instead of cable television," Brown
said.
Installation of the service

will cost an estimated $68,000 and
Huffsystems is requesting a fiveyear agreement. After that SJSU
would have the option to take
over ownership of all facilities installed by Huffsystems, he said.
Huffsystems is also offering
a three-year maintenance contract where they would be responsible for all repairs of the
system free of charge. Huff said.
"There will be no charge unless we have to repair the service
in a room more than three times
a semester. If we have to visit a
room more than three times,
then somethings wrong. The tenants must be abusing the system," Makinster said.
If the service is vandalized in
the lounges, then Huffsystems
will work out something with the
school. Students will not have to
pay for the repair of the service
in the lounges. Huff said.
Now that there is a new offer
to install cable in the dorms,
there will also he a new survey
taken after spring break to see if
residents are interested in having cable television, said Lisa
Root, president of the InterDorm Association ( IDA).

Because of the lack of participation and confusion surrounding the survey forms past out last
month concerning the possiblity
of getting Home Box Office
(HBO) in the dorms, this time the
survey will be done door-to-door,
said Janelle Merritt, a freshman
resident of Washburn Hall. and
force behind the move to get
cable in the dorms.
If most students decide they
want cable. Merritt and the IDA
will send a recommendation to
the housing office to look into obtaining a cable service.
Merritt is now in the process
of recruiting volunteers from the
dorms to go around and inform
the students about the service,
answer any questions the students might have, and take the
survey, Merritt said.
"I’m just interested in getting the best deal for the students. After the survey is done,
we’re going to sit down and evaluate it. If it turns out that alot of
people are against having cable,
then I won’t pursue the matter
any further," Merritt said.

Governor declares
Community College
Week for May 6-12
SACRAMENTO (AP)
Gov.
George Deukmejian yesterday proclaimed May 6-12 Community College Week
The purpose of.Community College Week is to "increase public
awareness" and to give Californians

Gov. George Deukmejian

Greeks peddle for charity
SJSU fraternity, sorority raise over $6,000
By Nick Gillis
A local organization and the hearing-impaired will
soon be the recipients of more than $6,000 in charity funds
from philanthropy events held by SJSU fraternities and
sororities.
Kappa Sigma fraternity and Delta Zeta sorority each
raised about half of the total revenue, after completing a
bike-a-thon and a rock-a-thon, respectively.
Kappa Sigma will donate nearly $3,500 to Daughters
and Sons United, a local center working with sexually
abused children, according to house President Tom
Thickett.
The organization, located on Third Street, is one of
three local self-help groups dealing with child abuse.
Delta Zeta also raised more than $3,000, according to
Philanthropy Chairman Mary Schnabel. The funds will
be donated to the Gallaudet College for the Hearing -Impaired, and SJSU’s Audiology Clinic.
The sorority will be donating Doreen Pollock hearing
tapes to the university, helping those with communication or hearing disabilities.
Thickett, who served as grand master of the bike-athon, said yesterday he was "very pleased" with the results.
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Nate Ilea ton and Barb (’a rusa power the pedals for pennies
during the Kappa Sigma bike-a-thon for local charities.

In addition to fraternity members, several sororities
helped "peddle up" funds for the center, including the
fraternities’ Little Sister group, the Starduslers. Thickett
explained that the Stardusters help in all "worthwhile"
events.
Several members from the Daughters and Sons center were overwhelmed at the fraternity’s benevolence
"I was just so grateful of their enthusiasm to help our

kids." said Media Coordinater Terri Muessig. "Their
concern really impressed me."
Muessig said that although the organization was
formed 14 years ago, the donation was the first ever from
fraternity,
SJSU
an
The bike-a-thon route began in front of Kappa Sigma
at 148 S. 11th St., then circled around the university’s
campus. Donations were made by completed hours.
The fraterity decided on a tandem bike-a-thon after
previous years of Red Cross blood drives.
Although the event was performed on one built -fortwo bicycle, the fraternity had two other bikes nearby to
prevent any mechanical delays. The event was co-sponsored by Skoal tobacco and Coors, which had placed a 30foot inflatable beer bottle in front of the fraternity’s
house.
Della Zeta sorority held its annual rock-a-thon during the same period last week.
Sorority members rocked in a swinging chair-for-two
in front of their house for 10o continuous hours.
In contrast to recent years. however, Delta Zeta
members rocked in pairs with fraternity brothers from
nine different houses Each member was in the chair for
30 minutes.
"We wanted to do something new." Schnabel said.
It was something we all agreed on
Both events began on Monday. April 2 and ended
early Friday evening. The two houses combined to throw
a T.G.I.F. party after their fund-raisers were completed.

the chance to reflect on the mission
of community colleges. That mission, according to spokesperson
Kevin Brett, is to provide a stepping
stone for students.
The governor, who said the
state’s 106 two-year community colleges "provide equal access to all
persons and offer a variety of programs at low cost to the student,"
did not mention the newly ordered,
unprecedented $50-per-semester tuition, which is scheduled to go into
effect in the fall.
It is still uncertain what effects
the tuition will have on community
ollege enrollment.
Chuck Southward, San Jose City
College dean of admissions, expects
the 21,000 enrollment in the San Jose
Community College District to drop
by 4 to 8 percent.
"Any time we deny access to
one student, it’s significant," he
said.
According to Jack Foote,
SJSU’s director of Institutional Research. 51.7 percent of the new SJSU
students in the fall of 1983 were community college transfers.
Foote is uncertain what the ultimate impact of the $50 community
college tuition will be on SJSU’s enrollment.
"That depends on what motivates people to go to one or another
kind of campus," he said.
"Some are academic, for them
there would be no impact." Foote
said. "The group that’s going (to
community colleges) because it’s
convenient to, it’s not clear they’d
be affected. They’d probably still
go."
Ills also unclear what effect the
tuition will have on students that
could go to either a community college or a state university. Foote
said.
Although the governor has mandated that tuition replace other fees,
such as parking and health, students
will still be paying more in the long
run.
Deukmejian called for the tuition last year after ordering more
than $232 million in cuts, which included eli,iination of a cost -of-living
increase for 1983-84 and a $108 million cut below the 1982-83 level.
Deukmejian said the schools
could recoup part of that lost money
by charging students tuition, but
critics said the tuition would force
poorer students out of school.
About 1.3 million students attend community colleges in California.
Staff writer Jessica Paioll con
tributed to this story
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’Living will’ assures protection of patient rights
"In case of a debilitating accident or a disease
whereupon my brain is declared inactive and my comatose body is kept alive by intravenous tubes and/or
some other life-sustaining device, don’t pull the plug!
That is an excerpt from my "living will and testament."

Medicine is now so successful at sustaining comatose patients, the issue of whether it is morally permissable to discontinue life sustaining machinery has
come to the forefront.
I have so much faith in the potential of our medical
technology, that I would be willing to wait while comatose for that medical breakthrough. I would have
absolutely nothing to lose and at least a few brain waves
to gain.
However. as Colorado’s governor Richard Lamm

pointed out, life should not be forced on anyone either.
Medicare, which pays a good part of the medical bills of
all the elderly, cost the taxpayers $12.9 billion in 1975. By
1980, that figure had risen to $32.1 billion, and this coming year it will cost $75.2 billion.
People have the right to decide for themselves
whether their "duty" is to die and get out of the way, or
just wait in a vegetated state for that medical ’jackpot.’
I have created a "living will," because I don’t want
my life or death in the hands of anyone but myself. No
matter how "out of it" I may seem, nobody is going to
disconnect my respirator or intravenous tubes unless I
say SO.
Our government should set up a committee strictly
for the purpose of deciding whether a family trying to
support a comatose or "biologically tenuous" patient
should be given government aid. This would enable people to take advantage of as much medical technology
needed by the patient.
Cost should be no issue when the preservation of
human life is concerned. There is no limit to the amount
allowed for the defense of our country, so there certainly
shouldn’t be any problem allocating money to those
families trying to preserve people our military so dutifully protects.
Unfortunately, that’s not the way it is, so many fam-

ilies make the decision to "pull the plug" because of the
heavy financial burden. Those who choose to die, like
Elizabeth Bouvia, should have that right. But, those of
us yearning to take advantage of medical science and its
wonders should have that right and a little financial
aid if it’s needed also.
The New Jersey case of Claire Conroy, an 83-year
old woman with "organic brain syndrome," is a good
example of why one should create a "living will." She
was not comatose, but could not speak, and therefore
could not communicate her wishes about medical care.
Doctors recommended that her left leg be amputated
above the knee because of necrotic ulcers on her left
foot. Her guardian blocked the operation, and demanded that Conroy’s nasogastric tube which supplied her with food and water be removed. A Superior
Court judge ordered the tube removed on Feb. 2, 1983
The decision was stayed pending appeal, but Conroy
died two weeks later.
This is probably one of many examples where a
"living will" would have clarified things, and possibly
prevented legalized homicide. Who is to say that Claire
did not want the tube removed? On the other hand, she
might have requested that she be killed. In either case,
the "living will" would make sure that the patients
wishes are respected,

EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

Newspaper sensationalism is in eye of beholder
Objectivity, reporting and politics.
Some maintain that the three don’t
go together when elections are involved. They say the media blow the issues out of proportion. They say newspaper _reporters take sides with
candidates who happen to appeal to
them.

Ken Leiser
City Editor

The list goes on and on.
This semester, the Spartan Daily
has fallen under criticisr
- ..: coverage of the Associated Sta,...nts elections. Most of this criticism has
stemmed from the publishing of a story
in which Michael Schneider, A.S. president-elect, was quoted hurling racist
and inflammatory remarks at members of the Progressive Student Party.
Schneider used words like "beandip." "Communist." and "gay" to de-

scribe opponents on the night the results were announced.
The question has since been
brought up as to whether the Daily
should have run the story.
Since the article ran, we have received no less than 10 letters from students who were offended either by the
article or by Schneider’s comments.
Should we have reported the incident on our front page? Should the incident have become fodder for our editorial cartoonist?
After all, these are only students
not professional politicians some argued.
In a personal letter, Schneider said
he was sorry to see the Spartan Daily
"sensationalize a few unfortunate private comments."
Schneider did not seem to know
that his comments were in no way private. He made these !atemerts in a
public place in the presence of a Spartan Daily reporter, among others.
He has since publicly apologized
for his comments. He said he genuinely
regrets ever saying what he said.
I don’t doubt this.
The truth of the matter is that Michael Schneider will soon be president
of all SJSU students. Because of this
status, he must be held accountable for

such remarks. The public has the right
to know of such behavior.
Perhaps this was merely the culmination of a campaign which was full of
mudslinging.
The Spartan Daily ran a number of
front-page articles dealing with
charges of campaign violations by both
parties.
The Daily received no complaints
when it allowed the PSP and YESS candidates to air their petty squabbles.
Here is where one might make a legitimate complaint: perhaps the Daily
was manipulated.
Papers are constantly manipulated
by politicians.
The question here is: "Where do
you draw the line?"
Our first story of this sort appeared
when a YESS candidate was in danger
of being disqualified from her A.S.
Board of Director race. It was learned
that she began to collect campaign
money too soon.
This was a newsworthy story. She
was in danger of being eliminated from
her race. The voting population had a
right to know of such charges.
The next day it was learned that a
YESS candidate had fudged his background in a Spartan Daily article.
Again, we felt it was necessary I follow this matter up.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
However, thanks to Mr. Betz, I feel the need to deReader seeks clarification
fend my previous letter against patent false accusations
unbecoming of any journalism senior. First, I did not atof former editor’s clarification
tack the Daily for qualifying its endorsements.
In response to the letter authored by former editor
Mike Betz. I have felt it’s my duty to provide the requested clarification along with atonement for the editorial writers of the Spartan Daily.
Admittedly, I did not know of the procedures used in
the newspaper competitions from which the Daily took
top honors.
Instead. I assumed that these awards were granted
to pre-picked issues. Random selection was an element
that never occurred to me because the competitions that
I encountered in the past were run on submitted issues.
Also escaping my attention was the announcement
that is printed on the Forum page stating that "editorials appearing on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily." I surmise that statement gives the Daily the
ability and the right to slant their editorials as steep as
they would like in any direction.
Thus, I find myself guilty of criticizing inother’s
opinion, and in debt to the Daily for an apology. Accept
this recantation with the knowledge that my error was
made out of nescience, with no malignance intended.
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I merely questioned why the Daily chose to disqualify Michael Schneider without the same "consideration" for the opponents of other endorsements.
As a new voter. I had no reason for accepting or rejecting any of the other endorsements, but I was encouraged to vote for Cordova because Schneider was "too
overburdened."
Secondly, nowhere in my letter was the claim that
nothing "seems" and everything is "definite." What
Mr. Betz failed to see in plain black and white was the
word "opinion." I said that opinions were definite, not
everything.
As a former editor, I would expect Mr. Betz to strive
a little harder against the forces of misquotation, but I
guess that is what happens when the desire to criticize
outweighs the need to get the facts straight. But of
course, my knowledge of journalism is "minimal,"
right Betz?
Finally Mr. Betz felt that the Daily gave Schneider
the "benefit of the doubt" by qualifying the observation
that he was "too overburdened with other commit -
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Couple these stories with our endorsements of three PSP candidates
and we soon became the anti-YESS
Daily. We were tabbed as flaming liberals.
The YESS camp soon began pointing to similar violations within the
PSP. The Spartan Daily learned that
A.S. President Kathy Cordova began
soliciting candidates for the PSP too
soon. We learned of this story with just
one day left in the elections. In order to
remain consistent in our coverage, we
held space for the story on the front
page
just as we had for the initial
story.
Unfortunately, many readers probably glossed over the real issues. The
Daily, as it did last spring, ran a
lengthy series of candidate coverage.
We ran this by the most objective, yet
dullest means possible the question and -answer format.
We set aside five days for A.S. election coverage on our inside pages. We
also ran four articles dealing with the
Rec Center the day before students
were tctvote on it.
Few will remember the lengths the
Spartan Daily took to give the 1984 A.S.
elections fair and impartial coverage
. . . just like most will soon forget
Schneider’s remarks.

tments to give this important office the time it needs."
However, if I could just get Mr. Betz to re-read the
editorial and see that particular paragraph, with regards to its preceding context, as a slap (not a wrong
slap, understand, but a slap nonetheless) against
Schneider, there may be hope for him yet.
Or maybe Mr. Betz would be so kind as to write ins
clarification for his assertion that went over more heads
than mine alone. I refuse to believe that the man can not
read context but that is just another assumption
stemming from my small mind.
In conclusion, I must acknowledge that the majority
of Mr. Betz’s letter was informative input for all, and it
had this lowly, pseudo-green freshman at somewhat of a
slight disadvantage this time.
Sean Edward Davis
I.iberal Studies
Freshman

Reader believes Daily editorial
did ’great injustice to Pikes
A great injustice was done to Pi Kappa Alpha last
Friday. On that day, the Spartan Daily ran an editorial
entitled "Slapping your own wrist." The editorial was
silly, as well as ignorant, and it demonstrated an incredible lack of understanding of SJSU’s Greek system.
I would like to clear up the Daily’s misconceptions
about this situation so that in the future, they may better
fulfill the ideals of American journalism.
In the editorial, the editor maintains that the InterFraternity Judiciary was ill-suited to hear the case "Citizens v. Pi Kappa Alpha," because the Judiciary members would look kindly upon Pi Kappa Alpha irregardless of the evidence.
This is a simple-minded statement! The decision is
the first acquittal of its kind since the Judiciary was reactivated last fall. Typically, the Judiciary looks very
critically at the fraternities that come before it in
some cases recommending sanctions stronger than the
university would have taken by itself.

It’s finally here. Like a Christmas package
that’s months too late, it has arrived.
The 1984 baseball season is here like a new shipload of Cabbage Patch dolls. Saturday was a golden
opportunity to take a trip to The Stick with the sun
god, the wind god and two friends. It was the first
weekend of big league baseball across the nation in
nearly six months.
My winter of nonbaseballitis was over. -The
USFL, NBA and NHL could go straight to hell in a
handbasket for all I cared. Baseball was finally
here.
Some things haven’t changed, though. The
players are still overpaid. I’m still not a Giants fan
my team is in Philadelphia.
I just love a good game of baseball. Unfortunately, Saturday’s game was not good. It was downright ugly.
The game was a demolition. The Giants clobbered St. Louis 11-0. The Giants played like giants
and the Cardinals played like dodo birds. No matter. Baseball was finally here.
The thrills were endless for my pals and me.
There’s nothing like the entertainment of eating a
cold jumbo pretzel with hot, spicy mustard. Candlestick Park is notorious for having less-than-edible
food. That’s why we ate at a deli before the game.
At least the "cold Bud" was cold. That was our
main concern. The peanuts and Cracker Jacks
were unimportant cold beer was the star.
Johnnie Disaster decided the game early with a
later over Skates’ head. That’s baseball jargon for
a three-run home run by the Giants’ shortstop over
the left field fence as Cardinal left fielder Lonnie
Smith watched in vain.
I was pulling for St. Louis and, for the most
part, was disappointed. But, a 23-year-old rookie for
the Giants (Jeff Robinson) provided my cohorts
and me with a ballpark treasure.
Robinson pitched well. But moments before
Johnnie Lee’s three-run blast, Robinson hit a foul
ball near us in the upper deck above the Giants’
bullpen.
We looked, leaned and waited. Thank God that
fat oaf had no hands. He could have caught the
drive and had a nifty souvenir for his girl/wife/whatever. But, the spectator dropped it and the ball
rolled toward us. One of my buddies risked life and
limb, dove over a row of empty seats and landed on
his head.
When the commotion had ended, my buddy
popped up and hoisted the major league Rawlings
sphere high into the air. The moment was filled
with symbolism a statement to etch in mustard:
"Here’s to all you clowns who brought gloves to the
game."
Some shutter happy fan took a picture of rn),
friend and his Candlestick prize. But my friend refused to be photographed without his ballpark buddies. We’re now famous in someone’s scrapbook
next to photos of Aunt Myrtle and Junior’s first day
at school. I felt honored.
Baseball was indeed finally here. But, The
Stick didn’t exactly enhance the merriment. It
needs an organist. It needs a scoreboard that
flashes scores between innings. It needs "Take Me
Out To The Ballgame" during the seventh-inning
stretch.
And where was Scoop? Where was the Dusty?
Why was the Crazy Crab a no-show?
Maybe my friends and I would have been better
off staying home and watching a no-hitter on NBC’s
"Game of the Week." Maybe we should have
waited for Sunday’s "San Jose State Day" at Candlestick. Gail Fullerton threw out the first ball Sunday and she couldn’t have pitched any worse than
the Cardinal pitchers on Saturday.
Nevertheless, we had to go Saturday and pound
some brews, get a foul ball and eat those cold pretzels. Baseball was here.
Dean Kahl is the Daily a feature editor and columnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursrla

In Iwo previous cases, one fraternity was fined 8200,
and another was placed on probation status. If the Daily
were to write editorials about these cases, I would suggest the titles "Punching your own nose" and "Kicking
your own crotch."
The Daiy’s inaccuracies do not stop there, however.
Allow me to shed some light on Betty Cabezut and her
petition.
Befor the Inter-Fraternity Judiciary met to hear the
case, it sent two of its members to investigate Pi Kappa
Alpha and its neighborhood. Those members were Neil
Hornby and Mike Feist ha mel. They discovered that:
Of the 35 signers on the petition, one-half of those
people could not read or write English! When the petition was explained to them, most stated that they did not
understand what they were signing and did not agree
with the petition.
At least an additional one-third of the "petitioners" did not live at the addresses indicated on the
petition. Most of the actual residents said they had no
trouble with the Pikes.
Betty Cabezut, the "crusading local," no longer
lives in the vicinity of Pi Kappa Alpha. Apparently, she
has not lived there for at least six months.
Pi Kappa Alpha is not a fraternity plaguing its
neighbors or destroying its neighborhood. Pi Kappa
Alpha is a fraternity learning to handle its own phenominal growth. It is doing this despite the harassment of
Betty Cabezut, and despite the bad press handed toll by
the editors of the Spartan Daily.
Pi Kappa Alpha was found "not guilty" by a committee of its peers for good reasons. The Spartan Daily
should stop convicting SJSU’s firetruck fraternity, Pi
Kappa Alpha, of crimes it did not commit!
Mike Larranaga
Religious Studies
senior

Letters

All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing The phone
number is for verification purposes. and will be not be
printed.
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SJSU sweeps Broncos, moves into first
Spartan Daily/Tuesday, April 10, 1984

By Joe Roderick
Matt
McPeak had
waited nearly a week to
seek the comforts of the
pitching mound, anything
to get off the streets.
"I feel safer pitching
than I do off the field," McPeak, a lanky 6-foot-4
freshman, said.
McPeak was a walking
disaster last week, but
that’s another story tie got

Baseball
out of a potential disaster
Sunday, helping preserve
the Spartans’ 6-5 win over
the University of Santa
Clara, losers of five
straight.
The Santa Clara people
can talk to you about disasters. The Spartans won big
Saturday, 13-1, and nearly
as big in the first game
Sunday, 12-2, setting up the
excitement of the finale.
While the Spartans
were knocking Santa Clara
silly, up the Bayshore
Freeway a bit, the University of San Francisco was
beating mighty Fresno
State, 7-6, in the first game
of their double-header.
That development was
as shocking as they come.
Fresno, the five-time defending Northern California Baseball Association
champion, losing a game to
seven-time cellar-dweller
USF? That boggles the
mind. The Dons hadn’t
beaten Fresno since 1982,
losing nine straight since
then.
When the dust had finally cleared early Sunday
night, the Spartan were in
first place at 9-2, while

Fresno was dumped into
second at 8-2. Only onethird of the season is over,
but the NCBA race has developed into a two-team
war. No other team in the
league is within three
games of SJSU.
"We’re on top now,"
Spartan assistant coach
Chad Roseboom said, "but
we’re not content yet. We
plan on staying up here for
a while."
The Spartans have
scratched to the top with a
little lineup juggling and
help from McPeak, who
claims he thrives on the
pressure of coming in to
close the door.
But McPeak got himself into mess after mess
all week.
First, McPeak, who
plays on Pi Kappa Alpha’s
basketball team, tried to
dunk a ball in a game
against Sigma Alpha Epsilon. All that amounted to
was a banged up hand.
Then, while trying to
open up a pizza box, he cut
his right thumb on a staple.
McPeak was probably
breathing easier when
Spartan head coach Gene
Menges finally got him in
the game. But the situation
two runners on with no
outs in the sixth inning of a
4-4 tie was hardly cushy.
He began by giving up
an apparent bloop single
by Mike Dotzler, but left
fielder Scott Rettig, who
seems to have clawed his
way out of the doghouse,
flew out of nowhere to
make a lunging catch.
"I could have let the
ball drop and got the runner at third," Rettig said.

"But I wanted to make the
catch."
Kevin Dunton then
lined one back to McPeak,
who speared it on a hop,
and threw to second for the
force out.
Two batters later, McPeak had walked in a run
for a 5-4 Santa Clara lead.
"I threw a couple of sliders," he said. "After giving
up that second walk, coach
Menges came out and told
me to stop fooling around
and go after the batters
with fastballs."
McPeak got out of it by
inducing Mark Cummins to
fly out to Rettig.
In the Spartan sixth,
Ron Rooker lined a single
to right that Kent Cooper
misplayed,
allowing
Rooker to go to second.
Pitcher Chuck Martin outdid Cooper by mangling a
sacrifice bunt by Dwayne
Graybill.
Graybill quickly stole
second,
the
Spartans’
eighth steal of the series,
putting runners in scoring
position with no outs.
An out later, Paul
Mason lifted a run-scoring
fly to center for a 5-5 tie.
Reggie Simmons, hitting .317, went with a Martin pitch to right to score
Graybill for a 6-5 lead.
"I knew he was throwing mostly fastballs," Simmons said. "He tried to
throw a fastball on the outside corner 1 just went
with the pitch. I was just up
there to put the bat on the
ball, to make contact."
Santa Clara made
more than contact in the
seventh and final inning.
Cooper sent Mark Saucedo

Reggie

deep in left, and pinch-hitter Joe Gosland got good
wood on a 3-2 pitch, flying
out to Mason in deep right.
But Jeff Melrose really
got a hold of a McPeak
pitch, sending Rettig, now
playing center, back to the
warning track. Rettig got
to the ball in time, ending
it.
"I was fired up," McPeak said. "On that last
ball, when it was hit. I said,
’All right, it’s over.’ But

Inkster wins Dinah Shore
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. (API
Juli Inkster, a former SJSU golf standout
who joined the LPGA Tour in August, won
the women’s richest tournament with a
playoff victory Sunday over veteran Pat
Bradley in the $400,000 Nabisco Dinah
Shore.
Inkster, who came from behind to tie
Bradley at 8-under-par 280 after 72 holes,
two-putted for a par 4 on the first playoff
hole to collect the $55,000 winner’s prize.
Bradley, who hit her tee shot into trees
on the playoff hole, took four shots to
reach the green, then sank a 10-footer for a
bogey to put some pressure on Inkster.
But Inkster calmly sank her 2-foot
putt to win the prestigious tournament in
her first appearance.
A 23-year-old former San Jose State
golfer who won three consecutive women’s U.S. Amateur titles ending in 1982,
Inkster shot a closing 68, 4-under-par over
the Mission Hills Country Club course.
Bradley, who began the day in a three-

Craig Sailor
Simmons (right) beats a throw to first Saturday against Santa Clara. SJSC swept three front the Broncos.

way tie for first with Dale Eggeling and
JoAnne Carner, carded a 70 for the final

Municipal Stadium. "I
looked at the scorecard
Saturday and 1 saw I was
in right field. I shook my
head a little," Rooker said.
"I haven’t played out there
since last summer. The
coaches asked me if I’d
mind playing out there. I
told them no problem. I’ll
do anything to help the
team out.". .. Meanwhile,
Simmons was switched
from right field to catcher.
He came to the Spartans

NorCal Baseball Standings
Teem

league

GB

San Jose State
Fresno State
St. Mary’s
Pacific
Nevada Reno
Santa Clara
San Francisco

9-2
8-2
5-5
6-7
4-6
4-8
3-8

I/2
31/2
4
41/2
51/2
6

Moments later, Bradley missed a 10- then I looked up and saw it
foot birdie try on the 18th that would have carrying and carrying. I
thought, ’oh no.’"
given her the title.
It was the second victory for Inkster,
NOTES The Sparplaying in just her 14th tour event.
Carner, whose collection of 39 tourna- tans had a new look this
ment titles doesn’t include the Dinah weekend. Rooker, a pitchShore, dropped two shots off the pace on er/designated hitter, was
the front nine. Carner, 45, the LPGA’s all- used in right field Saturday
time top money-winner, wound up with a and in the second game
7410 finish in a tie with Sally Little for fifth Sunday. Rooker is hitting
.316 in 57 at -bats. He
at 284.
Eggeling, a winner just once since fielded eight fly balls
joining the tour in 1976, had a roller- cleanly, only misjudging a
coaster final round that included five bir- ball caught in the wind at
dies, three bogeys and one double bogey as
she finished with a 72 that put her two
strokes behind the playoff pair.
Beth Daniel put together rounds of 65
and 69 the last two days to pull herself int.,
fourth place at 283.

four years ago with catching experience, but hadn’t
caught in "two or three
years," he said. "I guess
when you still got it, you
still got
it.".. . Rettig
made perhaps his best
catch in the fifth inning of
the second game Sunday.
He banged against the
fence in left, snaring a ball
hit by Mike MacFarlene.
"I hit the fence so hard, it
sounded like a good
catch," he said.

Gary Feinstein
Second baseman Lou Holt turns two in Sunday’s second game.
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RENT VIDEO MOVIES

Come in and see our complete
selection of graduation supplies.

Over 10,000 available
The Student Union Scheduling
Office is now accepting scheduling
requests for the 1984 Spring Semester.

In
yesterday’s
Spartan Daily, the
names of tennis players Dave Kuhn and
Alex Winslow were
mistakenly switched
in their respective
photographs.
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135W SANTA CLARA 1
(408) 294-2343

per movie per day
New titles:

Gandhi 48 Hrs Dr
Psycho II Porky a. the Verdict
The Outsiders Bad Boys. Sophie’s
Choice Stroker Ace, more
Photo Drive UP COPPOn must accompany
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Student organizations and campus departments who use Student
Union space for meetings and other
events should submit scheduling requests by April 16. 1984 for priority
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Now is the time to apply if you graduate
this Spring. We are especially interested in
speaking to majors/minors in:

BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY MATH
ACCOUNTING MARKETING
SOCIAL WORK
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
FORESTRY
PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION
SPANISH FRENCH
PEACE CORPS ON CAMPUS
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Completed applications should be brought to the interview

PEACE CORPS FILM 12 noon
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Judges error hurts SJSU

Tuesday, April

10, 1984/Spartan Daily

Official’s gaffe costly as Spartans falls to Cal, 86-77
By Paul Lloret

Track and Field
That, coupled with a mistake by SJSU high
hurdler Mark Wilson, sent the Spartans to their
second defeat of the season against five wins.
Apparently, officials marked distance runner Glenn Lee as a non-scoring participant in
the 5000 meters.
Teams are allowed to enter four ’scoring’
runners in the event, which means that their
finishes count on the scorecard. Additional runners can particapate as non-scoring runners
which means they are not counted on the
scorecard. Despite protests from track
coaches Ernie Bullard and Marshall Clark.
Lee’s fourth place finish did not count.
"How can you not score a Glenn Lee?"
Bullard asked.
Lee had earlier finished ahead of Cal’s Steven Adams in the 3000 meter steeplechase with
a time of 9:00.I
SJSU’s second bad break of the day came
in the 110 meter high hurdles.
Mark Wilson was disqualified for a false
start. Wilson was leading the second flight, but
his error left Michael Chukes as the lone Spartan scorer with a second-place finish at 14.73.

lured some of the top people in the NCAA,"
Bullard said. He said that the Spartans now
have to try and stay in shape for the the PCAA
Championships which will be held at Fresno on
May 12. The Spartans will travel to Walnut
Creek for the Mt. Sac Relays on April 28. On
April 21, San Jose City College hosts the annual
Bruce Jenner Classic, and Bullard expects approximately 15 Spartans to receive invitations
to the event.

Cal’s Jim Scannella won the event with a 14.54.
"Mark’s (Wilson) generally very good, but
his error cost him and cost us," Bullard said.
While those occurrences were a little discouraging, there were some exceptional Spartan performances on the day.
One of those performances was in the hammer throw, where SJSU’s Kjell Bystedt broke
the Swedish national record with a toss of 24410. His throw also broke the old SJSU mark of
240-2 and led SJSU to a sweep of the event.
Fred Schumacher and Steve Struble finished
second and third with 215-8 and 152-9 throws.

Two crucial mental errors may have been
the difference between defeat and victory last
Saturday afternoon in Palo Alto.
California’s Golden Bears defeated SJSU’s
track squad for the third consecutive year, 8677 at Stanford, and an inadvertant error by
track officials in the 5000 meters made a big
difference in the final outcome

’Mark’s (Wilson)
generally very good, but
his error cost him and cost
us.’

In the discus, Dan Katches led another
Spartan sweep. His 170-4 fling was ahead of
Jim Doehring’s second-place throw of 167-1 and
Steve Struble’s mark of 163-2. Doehring also
threw a 62-10 3/4 to win the shot put.

Ernie Bullard

Perhaps the most surprising performance
of the day was SJSU’s mile relay victory. The
Spartan contingent of Harry Campbell, Eric
Decatur, Ed Tucker and Chukes raced to a
wind-hindered 3:13.0 triumph. SJSU’s 400
meter relay was also victorious on the day.
iaiM
"We beat Cal in both relays; that’sINKU2ZEM something that’s very good for our relay squads."
Clark said. "Although the times weren’t overly
impressive (due to the wind) the mile relay
team was."
Bullard explained that the meet was the
best collection of college teams on the West
Coast and was the best group that the Spartans
have seen and will probably see until the NCAA
Championships.
"It was a good and tough meet which fea-

SJSU track coach

"Our concern now is to keep our people in
shape. It’s nearly a month before the NCAA
meet )May 29-June 2 in Eugene. Ore.)," Bullard said. "The trouble with the college schedule is that you have your dual meets early in
the season and compete in invilationals later in
the year. You have to keep your entire squad
ready for the NCAA’s."

12J

Bullard also said that he should know later
this week who will be participating in the Jenner Classic.

Spartans take third at Stanford
By Paul Lloret
It’s been said that winning is
everything.
That may be so. but balance is
important to any team. And after
SJSU’s golfers posted a thirdplace finish in the U.S. Collegiate
Invitational at Stanford last weekend, coach Jerry Vroom thinks
that his club’s balance may earn
it a spot in the NCAA Championships.
"It was a reasonably good
tournament for us." Vroom said.
"The weather was nice on Saturday, but the cold and blustering
wind on Sunday kept the scoring
generally high. However, our kids
fought the breezes pretty well."
Southern California ran away
with the tourney with a team
score of 1094 It was the second
straight tournament win for the
Trojans who last week won the
Aztec Invitational in San Diego.
Yet, SJSU’s balanced effort
kept the Spartans in contention

SJSU’s Grant Barnes finished in
third with a 76-69-73-218. Spartan
Ed Cuff scored a 228 while Dan
Coughlin, Gregg Von Thaden, and
Larry Silveira each scored 231.

for a spot in the NCAAs. The finish
at Stanford was SJSU’s fourth
third-place finish of the season.
Second at Stanford was the
University of Pacific with 1129,
"one miserable little stroke"
ahead of SJSU according to
Vroom. Oregon State, UCLA.
Stanford. and San Diego State finished fourth through seventh.
"UCLA is a ranked team and
Stanford was a favorite since they
were the host," Vroom said. "We
have to feel happy that we beat
them."
Vroom said that the Spartans’
good performance should help in
preparation for the next two tournaments. the Fresno-Pepsi Golf
Classic on April 13-14 and the
Western Intercollegiates on April
17-19 in Santa Cruz. Both tournaments will feature stronger fields
than the one at Stanford.
While USC’s Sam Randolph
captured medalist honors with a
71-68-70-209. four under par.

’UCLA is a ranked
team and Stanford
was favored since
they were the host.
We have to feel
happy to beat
them.’

now, but we have to beat USC.
Stanford. and UCLA."
The Spartans will be facing a
gI/NfrinmlNk-uiw111N’J*.
host of strong teams at the next
two golf classics. Number-one
ranked Brigham Young University will be present at Fresno,
while USC will be the strong favorite at Santa Cruz. "We’ve
beaten USC before, this year,"
Vroom mentioned. But he added.
"They’re getting it together; obviously they’re quite a strong
team."

SJSU golf coach

With the recent emergence iil
Von Thaden in the line-up, SJSU’s
balance is better and the Spartans
are a stronger team according to
Vroom.

"If we keep finishing high in
all of these tournaments, we’ll
qualify for the NCAA tournament
(May 23-26 in Houston, Texas)."
Vroom said. "We’re in good shape

"He (Von Thaden) had a series of bad rounds and mishaps
that kept him out of the line-up,"
Vroom said. "He’s an experienced tournament player, and
he’ll be beneficial to us."

Jerry Vroom
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APRIL 16, 1984
Housing Office located in
Joe West Hall 375 So. 9th Street

MUST SHOW STUDENT ID CARD,
WANTED

Don’t throw
away those good
shoes!

(408) 249:0439

il
ET

QUALITY KODAK COPIES
of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more!
on our 100 ’ Cotton Bond or other line papers.
Binding 8 Gold Stamping Available

OPEN SATURDAYS TOO!

PASSPORT PHOTOS

481 E. Son Carlos
295-5511

93 POMO do San Antonio
(id 3rd St.) 295-4336

Voter Registration
Meeting
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Commuter Chamber Concerts
Featuring: Music Medium Rare

Funded by Associated Students

Z80 to Z8000 Technology
Makes ZILOG The Company
To Grow With

Products like the 280.
the world’s most popular
8-bit CPU and the
the
first 16.bit microprocessors with large-scale computer architecture. make ZILOG a
leader We plan to remain the leader, in LSI and VLSI technology, and in

microcomputer systems

And that means growth Not lust for ZILOG, but for you as a ZILOG engineer Personal growth in an environment that encourages your fresh ideas And career
growth as we all advance the level of high technology

Selections from Bach, Vivaldi,
Beethoven, Sheumann, Villa Lobos,
Hovahness, and Telemann.

Performed by:
Greg

On -Campus Interviews
Monday, April 30, 1984
l;ontact the career planning and placement office for

Montague, Lute/Guitar and Mandolin
Wally Downs, Flute
Florence Oeschger, Horpichord

Tuesday, April 10th, 5:30 p.m.
Umunhum Room, Student Union

Sponsored by SUPRO

Product/Test
Design Enhancement & Development
Hardware Engineers

rinciffiliateol

FREE

details

II you’re planning to graduate in EE or Computer Science plan to grow with
ZILOG in one of these engineering areas

Zilo

.rZ7,
Call 277-3201
For More Information.

For information Call Student Health Service
SJSU 277 2225

moo-

The Theme "Music Medium Rare" is
to play some of the lesser known
works by well known composers.

Tuesday, April 10. 12:30pm
Associated Students Office
Any Interested Group or
Person Welcome.

TO OBTAIN

626 Town & Country
San lose, CA 95128

F.VENs41tEEK AT v.1 \

the electronic printshop

25.00

MOUTH, WE WILL PAY YOU $
A SMEAR FROM EARLY STAGE LESIONS

THE COBBLER’S BENCH
Cr

420 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
um sr: v s
FKENI 24:t

kinkois copies

IF YOU HAVE AN ACTIVE COLD SORE ON YOUR LIP OR

"I guarantee your satisfaction
on every repair job or you
receive a full refund"
GREG K , Owner

Hem Selection Oi science Fiction on South tio

BARGAINS BY THE 100’s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The Count t ’s Rig RookIore

BOOKS INC.

_

hurdles

Participants for a cold sore study.. .

THE.

,ADVERTISE
: 277-3171

high

SJSU
RESIDENCE HALLS
Applications for the
1984/85 academic year
AVAILABLE BEGINNING
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Riir Fried

Spartan Micheal Chokes finished second in the 110 meter
and was part of SJSU’s winning mile relay squad.

E)5(ON

-7orporatIon

Sign up now at your Career Planning and
Placement Center If you can’t attend an interview on April 30, we encourage you to
send your resume to Professional Staffing,
OW. DSCR, ZILOG, Inc.. t315 Dell Ave.,
Campboll, CA 05008. An equal opportunity
employer
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Airliners worried over suspicous cloud

Japanese farmers angry
over trade agreements
TOKYO (AP)
Representatives of 19 Japanese
farm groups declared their "absolute opposition" yesterday to a new agreement that lets American farmers
sell more beef and oranges in Japan.
Representatives of 47 other regional agricultural
groups were to join them today to prepare a joint response to the trade agreements.
Meanwhile, Naokazu Takeuchi, president of the
Consumers Union of Japan, said beef prices won’t go
down as long as the existing distribution system remains, despite the prospect of larger supplies.
Shigeru Iizaka. of the Central Union of Agricultural Cooperatives, said after the farmers’ meeting that.
"They’re very angry. Prime Minister ( Yasuhiro) Nakasone promised he would protect Japanese agriculture. But he’s not protecting them one bit."
Iizaka said the farmers were "absolutely opposed
to the quotas."
"If these quotas were final, the farmers would reluctantly accept them. But in another four years, (in)
another (U.S.) presidential election year, the United
States will pressure us again to raise the quotas."
Japan agreed on Saturday to buy 58,500 tons of
high quality American beef beginning in 1987. That will
be 6,900 tons more that it takes now. It also agreed to
buy 126,000 tons of oranges then, or 11,000 tons more
than this year.
The Japan Socialist Party joined the farmers in
denouncing the pact.
An official party statement declared: "Japan was
forced by the United States to reach agreement. We
are sure that the new accord will damage the morale

NEW YORK (AP) A Japan
Air Lines cargo plane, and possibly
another airliner, went through a
"suspicious -looking cloud" over the
Pacific Ocean yesterday, an airline
spokesman said. He said the JAL
plane was checked for radioactivity
at the pilot’s request, but none was
Found.
Morris Simoncelli, a JAL
spokesman in New York, said the
pilot of JAL Flight 36, from Tokyo to

of Japanese farmers and Japanese agriculture as a
whole."
But Shinjiro Yamamura, Japan’s minister of agriculture, forestry and fisheries, said earlier in a Washington news conference that, "we came to this agreement in the spirit of mutual compromise between the
United Stales and Japan." The news conference was
televised nationally in Japan.
Beef can run as high as $30 a pound in Tokyo’s supermarkets, depending on quality.

Los Angeles via Anchorage, radioed
ahead to Anchorage that the plane
had gone through the cloud one hour
out of Tokyo.
"He thought maybe it was an
atomic cloud or a nuclear cloud, and
asked to be checked out with the
scanning equipment they have at Elmendorf." the military base outside
Anchorage, Simoncelli said.
He said the plane would have
landed at Elmendorf rather than at

the main Anchorage airport, but a
KLM flight had put down at Elmendorf for the same reason.
A call to KLM was referred to
spokeswoman Margaret Stickney,
but she was at a meeting. A secretary said she would return the call
later.
The JAL plane "was scanned
and checked and was not radioactive." Simoncelli said. "The flight
will continue."

Martin the Spartan

Dean Fortunati

Mexiio Spend Today
Prectir.
Guerrilla
Warwere

Government figures for January showed American beef was imported at an average price of 855 yen a
kilogram
$1.73 a pound. But the price consumers
pay is many limes higher after the meat passes
through Japan’s multi -layered distribution system and
emerges with a regulated price.
"There may be more cheaper beef in quantity, but
it doesn’t mean that the consumer prices of the meat in
general will go down," said an official of the Agriculture Ministry, who asked not to be identified.
The price of meat here is regulated by the Livestock Industry Promotion Corporation, a quasi -governmental organization. It sells imported beef at the
same price as Japanese beef, regardless of the much
lower cost of the imported meat. The money it collects
this way is used to subsidize Japanese cattlemen.
Takeuchi charged that the livestock corporation
has done more harm than good for the consumer.
"The real problem is the close relationship between the bureaucrats and livestock dealers who keep
the prices too high," he said.
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Students For Peace will hold its weekly meeting at 7
tonight in the S.U. Union Montalvo Room.

Campus Christian Center.

KSJS will air a program about Womyn’s Week at 6
p.m. tomorrow on 91 FM.

The Financial Management Association will host a
speaker from Southmark Financial Services at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Almaden Room.

SJSU students with school identification cards will be
admitted free to the Business Conference ’84 sponsored by
the San Jose Chamber of Commerce and the Small Business Administration from 10 a.m... to 7 tonight, and 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m tomorrow. It will be held in the San Jose Convention Center. For more information call Dixie Gurley at
554-6644.
The Inter-Dorm Association ( IDA) will hold its
weekly meeting at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Joe West Hall
Conference Room.
Campus Ministry will host Bible Study from 12 to 1
p.m. tomorrow, and a prayer group from 5 to 6 p.m. in the

Isaae Newt

The Campus Democrats will hold a meeting at 1 p.m
tomorrow in the Allen Hall Formal Lounge. For more information call Connie Robinson at 277-8965.

Sheila Neal

OH NO! 171/6- 60TTA POP
11/05E t45 TERaNNIES
FROm 69/uN6 644/15
AND GIVING THEM To
KIDO/Es! TVE 6077A
SAVE 7HE WORLD!
1
74, yA,
VA)

The Society for the Advancement of Management will
have a Regional Supervisory Manager speaking at 3 p.m
in the Student Union Almaden Room.

HOC), SelaEO HERRING
FEATHERS, A YEIL.04/
SPOTTED MARSHRIAlLOW
PION EARTH SHUTTLE
PROBE RORKEO 0149? 7HE
EASTER &MIMES Iii0E0or
ENTKAACE!

SUCH CORRUPTION!
SUOI viocf.Na!
cRUELTV TO
EMBRYOS 41
I

The SJSU Jazz Singers will hold a concert of jazz and
avante-garde selections from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in the Music
Department Concert Hall.
Mary "Sunshine" Wherry will hold a clown workshop
at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the West Hall North Lounge. For
more information call Barbara Tallent at 277-8040.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL /VISION PLAN Enroll now!
Save money teeth. and eyes For
information see A S Office of call
pho.140131371 6811
DON’T LOOK ANY Further. BAPTIST
Student Union is for you Everyone
It welcome Come min In a am.
day Bible study al 11 30 on Tues
days in the Guadalupe Am of the
Student Union

For details on our

other Bible studies and activities
on campus bell Karen at 377
0772
GAYIESBIAN Workshop tor men &
women newly aware of their gay
nese Film speakers small group
discussion Sat 4.28 9 5 pm Call
293 AGAY for mom info
9 pm $5.person or less

eves 6

GIVE THE GIFT only you can goya to
someone you love a beauttful
color portrait by John Paulson Pho
togreohy 448 2388
HEALTH INSURANCE, Operations and
hospital rooms cost more ihan you
think For health Insurance to help
pay soaring hospitelmurgical hills
check with State Farm Ellen Van
Nonwick Agent. State Farm Ins
978 7171
’REGARD MAN AS A MINE rich in
gems of inestimable value Educe
lion can alone Mole 11 to reword
its tritesums. and enable menkand
to benefit therefrom Baba’. Will

2295 00/ lEagle IIE 1

1795 001

1Ventel MD 212 1 4 1200 Baud
Modern 299 951 ’Printer Inter
faces for all computers Call for
info and prices on ludw & Owe
not Salad. or to order Call EM
TECH 14081779.7122
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shins We
haridpaint shirts using your idea
design or photo We not only
draw cars & trucks we paint any
thing on anything/. Van murals and
...es Call RAT RIDER 14081
266 1500 4718 Mendien Ave
et Branham Lane Alpha Bete Can
ter San Jose
MOVING SALE, Bad kitchen set bu
reao and nu. All b o Call Nance
told eeoc massage 732 3195
URGENT SALE, All interior furnishings
from 3.000 sq ft luxury home
Custorned desogned sofa & love
seat $450 00 5 piece bedroom
suite 955000 8 -pie. formal din
mg room suite cost $1675 00 Sell
1800 00 8 II lighted pecan well

SUMMER ’84 IN PERU Travel to Lima
Cuzco Machu Picchu Amazon
etc Total osperience in Spanish
and Peruvren culture Earn 7 unds
or more Learn by loving with a Pe
Call Dr ...bon
Dept of Foreign Languages 217
2576 Leave your nem, address
end phone number
ruvlan family

UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE/
New law Automatically lose your
driver’s loc.. Good student and
non smoker discounts Cell for a
quote 280 7426 Auto renters
and life Merle Form/co Insurance
WORSHIP AT CAMP1S Christian Can
ter Sunday Luther. 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 Pm
Please call Campus Ministry 298
0204 for .v,shiJ munseling pro
grams and etudy oPlmnoninee
Rev Natalie Shoos Fr Bob Hayes
Sr Joan Panel*. Rev Norb Fon
Mbar

AUTOMOTIVE
CLASSIC 51’ DODGE Rebuilt flat to.
11600 00,bo Cell day m late eve
MN* 2913 0341
83’ TOYOTA 4. TRUCK. 5 speed
Excel
cream witrown etripes
cond C. 272 9313/287 3080
00 SUI1ARU. 2 do sedan Icesded AC
5 spd AMIM c ..... to 28E X
Wu cowl $ 5K toff et 978 1118
FORD MAVERICK 6 cyl PS PA
vinyl top radials side moldings
cond $2200 Call 723 7754

FOR SALE
COMPUTER HARDWARE software
...ones el euper dIscouni
’Meet; (Microsoft Flight sornulator
(IBM PC1 44 951 (Subteen- Floght
simuletor II tApplel 44 951 !Moho
Mieronrcs
plan IC 64189 951 i,.rS

25.30/hrs wk Call Ken ober 3
pm at 288.6400
FULL OR PART tome positions wrth na
lions fastest growing sportong
goods mfg Innovative new con
capt For ppt call 354 2004
GREAT STUDENT JOB, Busperson &
hostess needed at Eulipia Restau
rant Good pay 374 S Tot St
280 6161
HELP

WANTED McDONALD’s
Pay
well above min wage. NI hr.
avail Interviews Mon Fri 3 4 pm.
Los Gatos 356.3095

NEED CASI47 Earn 11500 esch school
year 2 4 Iflemblel hrs per week
plecong and filling po
on cam
pus Senous workers only we give
recommendations Call now for
summer & next fen 1 800 243
6679

14081238 9809

ACCESSORY DECORATORS wanted,
No sp nor will train Fun or part
time Must have COI Call 294
8649 for mpg
AIRLINES

HIRING,

Slaws.
1114 $39 000
for Directory
1 916 944
Newsletter

reser...monists,
Worldwide, Call
Guide
44400

ARTIST
FOR
LOCAL
Publication,
Graphic design & layout to work 2
days awe. Tues 1 pm 9 pm
Wed 8 am 5 prn Call 280 7203
ask for Margaret
BABYSIT TER FOR 2 girls Ages 5 & 3
Flea 4 9 pm or 5 10 pm rt.
Non smoker Cell
on out negor
Regina 238 6907 altar 6 pm
CENTURY 24 thee. is hiring! PIT po
sotsons Special mows privet..
or alter
Apply after 6 pm Mon
I pm Sat Sun to Century 24
701Winchester Blvd

San Jose

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech marker research firm
looking for PI person Duties in
telephone & Ithrery re
dude
search
typing
flIM9
11.0.
mg AMC Good oPPOrtundY In, Per
eon willing to learn FlesIble hrs
send resume no calls to Gordon
(Arvid Software Acces Int 2685
Ste
1320 Mtn
Marine Way
View Ca 94043
CMJISESHIPS HIRING, 616 630000’
Candle. Haw. World CM for
1
Guide Directory Newsletter
916 944 4440
Looking for
STUDENTS,
DRAMA
something 00011 do
work1 Hare
well et Guaranteed salary plus ho
noses for phone sale, Days or
even.. no mrporrence Call 354
1777 Mr Collins We went you
EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY, South Bay
radio research needs phone help

GIRLS, TIRED of the same OLD LINES’
So are we 2 hondsorne men in
20’ seek the company of 2 ot
trac women for a day of fins food
wine 6. company & an eve wrth

now puss full time for summer
Call Kathy 296 7393
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineers
EE,CS Chem ’ Mach Software
unix , compilers septic Sr Techs
RAD , FS , Clo Test vecuurn . cad
, cam, cores chip designers Send
resume und ,.all 971 8333 No
fees, not an agency Much Asso
mates 33 E San Fernendo Sr
301 S J
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer yr rnd
Europe S Amer Aust.. Asia
All fields 6900 52000 mo Sight
seeing Fr. info Write IJC PO
Bir 52 CA38 Corona Del Mar Ca

BILLY JOEL Boll, Joel fan a must,
Take a chance Call Brian’Enrique
293 3550

92625

1681 &ode. Dr St OS J
MOVE THROUGH LIFE wt1h Math Con
lidence, The Math Institute offers
help in the form of 3 and -et 6 hour
intensive. Overcoming Math Ann
any Arithmetoc for Adults Beeic

& WORRIED, Childless
couple would like to help Call col
408
725 0329
lect

Algebra
Geometry
CBEST or
ELME Preparahon Group andtor
private tutorang availeble 10081

QUACK, QUACK, quack quack quack
quack shrubbery quack quaack
quack quack quack

295 6066

BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving waning
tweezing or using chemical depth
tones Let me permanently rm..
Your unwanted hair Ichrn boltmi

slide process by Kodak Discount
Camera Sales 451 So 4th St

tummy moustache etc I 15 per
cent discount to students and lac
ully Call before June 1 1984 and

ADM 201

DOLLARS PER MR Attractive
wornao wanted to model for ema
tour photographer Coll Chris et
998 0503

LOST Et FOUND
COCKER SPANIEL female ien found
at SJSU Appros 1 2 yrs old no
collet Call 268 3179
FOUND, MALE Germ. Snap Blk tan
on 3,30 at SJSU Appro. 1 yr
371
old
has Mk gmy collar
1593
LOST, GOLD WATCH near Spartan
Bakery Much sentimental veltre
Reward 248 3500 or 370 7608

PERSONALS
free cm
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
dentiels legalize your right to the
Wrne
World
Reverend
title
Chnstoenshop 11318 Suss. do
93617

spondenre end manuscripts won
nor of 1982 San Jose Regional
Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flea Market Looting forwerd
to working with you OH hrs
8 30 5 30 M F Available eve &
wkncls by request Cell Jane 251
5942
ACCURATE TYPING that’ last and do
pandeble IBM cormcting *electric
Work guaranteed COI Ron.’ al
978 1445
AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
ceasing Typing Services All kinds
1274998
14151
969 4491
kelt Blvd 8 San Tomas Espwy
CALL LINDA for professional tyfunFle
word
processing
51 50tpage
ldouble spaced prca typal 10 d.

TELLER

TRAINING

INSTITUTE cen
start your banking career while
koopmg your prersent class ached
oho Call 241 4300

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all your
typing needs
reports resumes
theses professional quality fast
and
occ.irate
LOW
RATES
I $ 1 25p5 double spaced)
Re
sumes from 5500 Call P.m or
247 2881 Loc..,, Soots. Clara

TYPING
ACCURATE

TYPING

nem San Tomas and Monroe

that’s

tops
Truitt Tony
298
2087 IBM Select. Available 7
days weekly AR work guaranteed

ning end abortion i family mad;
cm* and a Psychotherapy depart
ment We’re located oght around
the corner from SJSU et 151h &

MAYMOND & TYSON Sec eeeee ial Seto
ma Fast accurate prof .1.9

Ad Rohm

Santa Clara Streets Call Women
Community Clow Inc al 287
4090 for information andor sp
pointments Bring this ad for fr.

Miran ihm Om en on

Two
Three
Days
Days
83 130 84 15
$450 6488
8520 8559
85 90 5525
Adds 70

One
Day
3 tones 114 10
4 LIM.% 53R0
5 lirms 54 50
5 Lines 65 20
Each Adoirtonnal

pregnancy test
FUTONS-m.0ply handcrafted from 3
13 layers of the finest 100% not
Ion dreerneweet futons are avail
able in variety of sins and col.
Olt Aleo from. pillows and
covers of the same fine quelny et
Student dis
al f ordahle mice.
058
DREAMSWEET
counts

Four
Day
$0 38
$506
85 76
$8 48

9710 298 4183

Five
Days
54 50
$520
6990
5860

Each
Estre
Day
$ 80
95
$1 10
51 25

award winning photography you
would went In know more about it
would. T you’ For the past

Term papers eic
Experienced and last reasons...
rates Phone 269 6874

TYPING

PAPER DUE, Don
type
Don’t worry Emergency sale rino
specraloly Can Mrs Ryan for guar
anteed professional results AM
Turahien or any other formal
St 50 ot, page double Mier TXT

SELECTRIC es se
sell
mes00/1Na Los Altos Pat at 941
2917

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES,.
located right across the street
from 5.131.1 tor your convenience,
We ...eh. in resumes term pa
pers thesis mailing labels & rape
Misr. letters, Call ICS at 297
8461 for an ettPorntme.’ We
hare very cheep rates plus 10%
off your lest service)

252 6863
WANT

17 TYPED oght’ Call Write
Type Typing & edttong by page
hr or ’oh 20 yrs armor Baths.
972 9430 eves 298 4806 day.

WHEN YOU NEED word processmfl
you want Memel! Interpose You
get speedy return plus the ultimate
ioaocutocnaodeoper quahty 20

INTELLIGENT TYPING FN.ma typing
editing servoce
spectalozong on
academic
work
Familiar
with
maior style manuals In Mountain
View with easy access from High
ways 280 and 101 Connie

minutes west of campus Reach Lis
at 241 0503
WORD PROCESSING The ultimate m
go/mm.0nel typmq
Go4.11.4
error free Reasonable
student
Pick up and delovery evall

KheinI4151987 0792

able CaN Cindy al 274 5604

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Pep. Professional work gum

PROCESSING
WORD
Tnptiyq
$150 page 10 leers trap
law
turn around
Satisf &coon guar
Nutted DHL 1 000 word pro
COSSOF IBM correcting select.

ante.
Theses
Resumes
and
Legal on IBM Select. Proofread
mg
grommet, and spellong tm
movements upon cirques,
SJSU Rent e at 287 6050

New

medical end rape transcripts.
iCamphell aleal Ea. access off

QUALITY TYPING Serum. Near SJSU
Term papers resumes and reports
Pest end accurate Low rates Call
971 9315

freeway Cell Nancy at 866 2458
WORD PROC

TYPING 6 Comer eau
ice convenion) locelion
Carole
294 77710, 280 1000 You can
also come in and use our computer
to type pep..s resumes etc 3
ternunels
avail
Special
*Her
8300 per nr & t hr FREE woth

SUNNYVALE VALLCO Mercies TOP
mg IBM Soloctric III Prompt neat
accurate
$ 1 25 page
ldouble
spaced pica 1 739 0715
TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
all your typo. needs Can Perfect
Imp eeeeee Ions
996 3333
Stu
dent rates Located,, Campbell

3 hr

TYPING SERVICE %Baumes term pa
pars charts graphs
Trans.,
non too, NISI accurte Student
r ales Near 780,0 Sunny.. Call
/30 8969
TERM Papers etc

Open weekends end

WOROSINORTH
on
SUNNYVALE
Word Processong letter qui.ro
service for reports cc Renanra
cover letters can Include address
merging Reach Preetter.rnr OM
plover s doses effortless’, Conn,
onus form letterhead q.t. Wm
& envelopes and vendus type
styles ...le Fast and accurate
turnaround Upped. your *MtO,,

TYPING. Reasonable sssss 9 30 ern
9 00 pm Prot typos. Call Mod
linda Anna 578 1569

TYPING

renter

venings

Reasons

work w class 14081245 1049

1
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11/11
11111

II
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111111,,

1
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111111
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Pont Name
Address

Proc

Cry & Stare

7

27/-31/6

areb 9.1111.0.

For

SEM) 04KIN mow 1 011DIR
Help Weever,

PPI10.1.

H01.18,,,9

s

TYPING THESIS

Jeannie 274 1975
IBM

f ortolan is $

Ar11101111CO3....,

Sersice 259 3395

HELLO STUDENTS, I m bock again to
type your papers w the same as
colleen qualify and same low en.,
31 a double spaced pg and one
ribbon for papers 5 pgs or more

15 Nue

mates Cell
Inc 408,2136 3444
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
’,Imhof, 11 Mere Wert, sey you
could h.. lentastir rarne at your
wedding and soll get nationel

ble rates Call after 5 30 p in
RAMIREZ Typing end Bookkeeping

Call Sharon at

Coon, soor,,,,,Inarely 30 ler sr, and soacvs1or each 1,0.1

told Lines $5500
Lines 870 00

Plow

INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for ell
occestons and all budgets Celli
raphn our specialty For Free Esti

IBM Solectric II
926 9224

Print Your Ad Hero

Aay

Slims* IllsolAllsood

5-S Imes $4000

SECRETARIAL

SERVICE
Repons theses resumes bus,
ness Imters
Word processing
avoilablo Fast and occurs. call
249 0412

2050

ABSOLUTELY

anteed quock worn on all papers
Pllone 264 4504

EASYTYPE

E scep
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
trona’ quality and reliable servo.
does, t have to he ...we For
complete coveter/It al very eller.
Ma rams call anytime TAKAT
377
PHOTOGRAPHY
SUNO

FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our profs,
mono’ friendly low cost health
Care Betolces We have a full range
of OB,GYN ItncludIng farm,y plan

C sssss re non
scription available Near Almaden
Emmy
& Branham Ln
Over

TERM PAPERS Masts resumes for all
your typing needs call Perfect Im
presser..
996 3333
student
rates located rn Campbell

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY ....sone
ble rates You Iteep the napatoves
C.14081252 4283

355 5 Beywood Ave San Jose
loll Stevens Creek Blvd 1

Iree disk mom.

CAROL’S TYPING Syr I Prof curet last
turnover
IBM II
&
irriscrp
1 40 00
Camden/41,9h 978
2193

S J 275 9649

get your 1st imp, et 1.2 price
"Unwanted Hair Disappeers With
My Caro " Gwen Chelgren RE
559 3500. 1645S Bascom Ave

Unwanted
CLINIC/
ELECTROLYSIS
hair removed forever by prof.
sional R E Conlidentusa By en
poinlment only call 247 7486

ports etc Sunnyvale 736 8910

RENTAL DKR. S4 per hr Inc charm
cels & dry mount press Cell for
appt 9 5 daily 101 Set We spa
cielize en dkrrn supple, featuring
Kodak Ilford Ortentalauder 1 day

SERVICES

SUMMER JOBS, Milpitas Lemur. Se.
ices Pool mgr 38 hrs wit Slihr
swim
instructortlife
guard 30
bra wk 355r
pool ...hoer 20
hrs wk S3 75thr
For Info
&
emu call 14081 942 2470 Fins!
filing APRIL 20 E 0 E

vos C

cases physocal therapy and much
more Call now 408 274 2231
700 pm Mon Fri
Open 900

C "Hoer Today Gone Tomorrow’

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY has
lob openings for de,/eve, Part
lime or full tome openings avertable
immediately and for summer
Apply in porton afternoons he
halter, 2 4 pm

aaaaaa ch papers resumes APA
formal thesis typong eancorre

Me fee are 0114YR abonton full
term prenatal care podia,. care
pre martial exams personal ’,bury

CARICATURE ARTIST for parties at
fraternities sororities and dorms
946 8572 SAVE THIS AD,

TEACH ABROAD/ 2 positions evedable
or English end ESL at Tunghai Urn
versify Taiwan MS preferred
For dela. contact Dr Persky

MONTE ALBAN MEDICAL Clinic ’spry
trailog tree preg lest and Pap

obtain financial std. find place for
you to stay continue your school
mg If you are pregnant and need
help you will lond someone to listen
and help at BIRTHRIGHT Call us
day or ought 241 8444 Cool,
dont. Help with Dignity

I YPING pest depend
able conscientious Enpartencad
in typong term papers thesis re

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pm all
work guaranteed Specializing in

smears A low cost bilingual Span
osh speakong oli,ic snaring full
range Other services at reasons

PREGNANT 8 UNHAPPY, Loving cou
No may be able to help Call collect
415 591 8362

ACCURATE

do the same for you, Please cell
John Paulson Photography 448
2388

PREGNANT , Someone Cares
BIRTHRIGHT will help you get a
free pregnancy test find a doctor

RIVER RAFTING CO is looking for
guide treinees for ’84 season Call
Gary at 462 3237

512

seven years JOT,,, Paulson s Ph,
tography has been dotng lust 1.1
for many couples Perhaps we can

PREGNANT

OFFICE HELP for busy retell store
Weekends and evenings Parr time

units
cost
$121500
sell
$65000 Coffee & end tahles
lamps stereo Can help deliver

HELP WANTED

alga

75

SEX 410 pnnter 179 951 IGem.
100 printer 289 951 ISM, Micron
ice Power Type flottor our/Idyl
399 951 (NEC portable compu
terlittodel P201A/ 729 951 (Co
lone PC1
Desktop computer

Tt avni

Fill Sal,

Stereo

1,1,1,0

SPARTAN DAR
Lost

fi ttttt

C1=111./

las.111.411. 01111214

ON Miele
CLASSIFIEDS

San lote Stele University
San Jose Conforms 95192

Domaine Two days poor m PUtelerMn
Consecutive pub...0 dates only
No refunds on canceled ade
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Ueberroth denies Soviet
accusations of violations
LOS ANGELES (AP) Los An
geles Olympic President Peter Ueberroth denied yesterday Soviet allegations of Olympic charter
violations by the United States, and
said an emergency meeting demanded by the Soviets "would not
be necessary."
"It’s our opinion that an emergency meeting of the International
Olympic Committee), as called for,
would not be necessary," Ueberroth
told reporters at a news conference.
He dismissed allegations, published by the Soviet news agency
lass, that the United States violated
the charter by reserving the right to
deny Soviet athletes visas to compete in the summer games in Los
Angeles.
Under the charter, athletes may
attend games without visas, although other Soviet visitors must
apply for visas. The USSR need only
submit a list of athletes’ names to

’It is our opinion that
an emergency
meeting as called
for, would not be
necessary’
Peter

Ueberroth

L.A. Olympic president
the United States.
However, Ueberroth said there
was one "nitpick" that might have
led to the Soviet charge. He said a
communique last week from the
U.S. embassy in Moscow to the foreign office of the Soviet Union used
the word "visa" in discussing the
list of athletes’ names.
"If it happened, it was a mistake," Ueberroth said. "That is at

best a nitpick
Ueberruth said neither the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee nor the International Olympic Committee in Switzerland had
yet received any communication
from the Soviets about their complaints or the request for an emergency IOC meeting.
The statement distributed by
Tass alleged that anti-Soviet feeling
is being fomented in the United
States, and that "the embassy of the
USA reserved the right for itself not
to give permission for entry to those
it considers unsuitable. This is a fact
already being carried out."
Ueberroth said the United
States has no intention of refusing
entry to Soviet athletes.
"There will not be a visa required for their athletes," he said,
adding that the Soviet competitors
would be treated the same as all
other athletes.

Business Folklore
Culture plays large part in work force
By Wendy Stitt
The term "Silicon Valley" has become a folk term.
It means more than just a geographical area, said Arthur Regan, director of the Folk Culture Center at
SJSU.
"Silicon Valley," Regan said, is a term many people accept and use in a negative way.
Regan stressed the positive aspects of organizational folklore the customs and traditions of society
in Silicon Valley, Thursday in the Student Union Pacheco Room.
In any corporation or business, he said, there are
stated rules that cannot be broken, and there are some
rules that can be broken.
"All companies have different cultures," Regan
said.
In corporations, he said, folklore can offer a sophisticated notion of tradition, and as an ongoing process, it is rooted in social life, Folklore can tell stories.
Stories are circulated in companies about motivation
and quality control.
"One weakness of companies is to ignore their
workers," Regan said.
He also added that folklore tells where weaknesses

are ins company, referring to stories told within a corporation by workers about the company and it’s management.
For instance, some stories told by workers address questions such as: What do you do when the boss
breaks a rule? Is the boss really human? Will I be
fired? How will the boss react to my mistakes?
Nationality also affects folklore in a company, he
said, and folklore stories can make a company successful.
"Lawrence Laboratories has a great deal of ethnic
people in the company. As a result, people within the
company attack each other," he said.
The management decided to sell ethnic foods in
the cafeteria and provide entertainment from different cultures. This type of folklore was used to enhance
the relationships between the workers, he said.
Regan talked about the importance of play in the
work force. Work is a time when one has to do something, he said, and play is time spent doing something
one wants to do.
Creative behavior in the work force is another aspect of folklore, Regan said, adding that folklore can
analyze the content of stories.

Economy could favor Reagan
By Robert Furlow
The AsHria led Preto
WASHINGTON With unemployment stuck at
least for now at a height barely touched during the Carter years, Democrats -may still be hoping economic figures can drive President Reagan from office.

Analysis
Forget it, some private analysts say. The economy is
Reagan’s issue. Period.
Interest rates, an important matter for millions of
Americans buying houses and cars, are up lately. And administration officials admit they’re worried about that.
But few economists who make their livings watching
such numbers expect big further increases the rest of the
year. And they note that rates are well below the levels
Reagan inherited from the Carter administration. The
same is true for inflation.
And the economy is growing, creating millions of new
jobs to comfort layoff victims of the 1981-82 recession.
"That’s a pretty solid platform to be running on,"
says William Dunkelberg, economic consultant for the
National Federation of Independent Business. "From

that point of view, everything’s on a roll for Reagan."
The president claims he also inherited the recession,
even though it started six months after he took office. But
even if voters do blame him, the administration managed
to get it out of the way a full two years before election day.
Jimmy Carter might envy that timing, since he was
still fighting the 1980 recession at this point in his re-election year something candidate Reagan was careful to
note at the time.
Even an economist who sees current policies leading
to another recession by 1986 Donald Straszheim, vice
president of Wharton Econometrics in Philadelphia
doesn’t see any economic problems for the president in
November.
Asked about such timing, with the election coming
perhaps midway between two recessions, he merely says,
"It would not be unique to have an administration manipulate the economy in its own interest."
Issues of economic fairness aside, the only possibly
troubling statistics for the president would seem to be the
record budget deficits and an unemployment rate that is
still above the level when Reagan took office.
But even if employment gains are only modest, says
Dunkelberg, the statistics will still be in the direction of
improvement. Politically, he says, "Reagan is set up
beautifully for the election:*

Bug Problems?
CLASSES
MEET 3 or 6 WEEKS
MAY 30 -AUGUST 19

Volkswagen Special
(Good Al! Semester)
I. Tune up
2. Adjust VdiVr%
4111,,,
3. Check compressi,
4. Set timing
5. Adjust carburatot
6. Change oil
7.3 quarts of oil
Pliis parts if needed
FE Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
Offer good for:
Pre -1972 Busses, all bugs
10. Brake fluid
Karman Ghias, Fastbacks.
It Transmission fluid -add
Squarebacks. etc.
12 Battery fluid-add

Only ’25

Spartan Mobil
1 1 th & San Carlos
294-1562

Same Great Location for 15 yvars

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, MATH MAJORS

ROUND
TRIP FROM:
AMSTERDAM
$548.00
LONDON
%WOO
PARIS
$698.00
DUSSELDORF
$658.00
ZURICH
$718.00
RAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON
THE SPOT
CA1.1.1055511
Yeast!. CATALOG

The Navy Nuclear Propulsion Program is offering scholarships plus full military benefits
(medical, dental, etc.) to front-running juniors
and seniors in the majors listed above. These
scholarships are entirely unique to the Navy
and are not ROTC scholarships (no uniforms,
no haircuts, no drills). Your only responsibility
as a scholarship recipient is to complete your
education. You are guaranteed a commission
as an officer in the Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Program and a full year of post -graduate training. Start at $24.000 with increases to over 540,000 after only four years. REQUIREMENTS:
have a 3.0 or better in technical courses. U.S.
citizen. No more than 27 years old at graduation.
OVER $1,000 A MONTH
FOR UP TO TWO YEARS

421-3473
Council Travel
31? Sutter Si ettOT
San Francisco CA 511011

For more information call collect:
(415)452.2900, Monday-Thurs., 9-1

Stay ahead of the game!

St 0
Date: 410-’84 (Tues)
Time :8-10:30 pm
Place: S.J.S.U. Student Union, Ballroom.
Sponsored by:Chinese Student Assoc.. C.E.S.A.&F.C.S.A.
Cosponsored by:Associated Student,I.C.S.C.
Spring Festival
VARIETY SHOWS

WIN WITH

v’Q

ARMY ROTC

BE ALL
APPLY FOR A TWO YEAFi

FRIENDSHIPS
IMPROVE YOUR
tn
COLLECT

BODY

RE
Na4}*

$500

To get your he* --)Pv of the Summer Sessions Catalog, with
course del, ,lid registration form, cat or write by MAY
SFSU Extended Education
16001-toitoway rowe SF CA 94132
2444our 114411,46 (41$) 469-1414
NAME
ADDRESS
SCHOOL ATTENDING
WHERE YOU SAW THIS AD school pop,

C4;;Ii4 All4;

Reinforce your college degree by getting a better start
through Army ROTC s special Two -Year Program

,.1
SCHOLARSHIP

EXTENDED EDUCATION DIVISION

BUDGET
AIRFARES

"CAREER OPPORTUNITIES"

sASiC

IMMEIERZEIE11:1111111
M111101:101:1011X1101111
1313011013013131113131311
13131310113MEICHMOCIElliiii3

YOU
CAN BE
It includes six weeks of challenging
summer training that’s both tough, but
rewarding. When you finish, you’ll be In
the best shape ever. And proud Of It!
Earn good money during your
training, plus an additional $100 per
month when you return to college as an
Army ROTC Advanced Course student
Meet students like yourself from
more than 275 college campuses all over
the country making lasting friendships
you’ll never forget
So take the best shortcut to your
future, no matter what your career goals
may be. Begin the Basic Start with Army
ROTC and stay ahead of the game!
At San Jose State University
See Captain Dave Stither
Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall
of Call 2 7 7 -2 9 8 5

Army ROTC. Be all you can be.

4
Lion Dance
Kung Fu
Chinese Instruments Performance
Chinese Folk Dancing
Chinese Classical Dancing
Campbell Church Singing Group
Ancient Chinese Costumes Show
Chinese Classical Songs

Door Prizes

Admission: $1.00

